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post series

post series 
When simple elegance and functionality are required, look no further than the Post Series. With 

options including folding mechanisms, height adjustability and wire management, the Post 

Series performs with grace while promoting fl exibility in any training room.
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Round Square Rounded Square

Blunt Round Tear Drop Quarter Round

RectangleHalf Round Comfort Front

Trapezoid Crescent Bridges 18°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°

edge profi les

bases & options
power & data

folding

Serpentine

Crescent Half Circle
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Margo 

with silver plasic legway

Margo

with wire access door

Poseidon

with brushed nylon grommet

Margo Astor

Poseidon

Black CasterBlack / Silver CasterPin Adjustable

Pin Adjustable & Casters

modesty panels

* Folding modesty panels are only available with the Margo

Margo, Astor and Poseidon 

bases come in standard 

powder coat fi nishes or 

optional polished chrome 

fi nish. All three base designs 

feature optional black or 

black/silver casters.

Nevins training tables are 

off ered in an array of shapes 

and sizes. Tables may be 

arranged in multiple 

confi gurations for 

greater functionality.

Durable folding mechanisms, 

available on Margo and 

Astor bases, allow for painless 

set up, break down and 

storage of training room 

tables. Folding mechanisms for 

modesty panels available with 

Margo bases.

Power and data units 

increase productivity by 

supplying tabletop access to 

electrical outlets and ethernet 

ports. These units may be 

interlinked for greater 

functionality.

wire management

Wire Management options 

include plastic legways and 

wire access doors for Margo 

bases, and nylon brushed 

grommets on Poseidon bases.

Table Cart

* Laminate available with Self, PVC, Sydney PVC and Wood Edges

Fabric
Fixed

Laminate*
Fixed and Folding

Veneer
Fixed and Folding

Metal Perforated
Fixed

Remington

Sydney

Denver

Dover

Hemingway

Rio

Ritz

Square

Bullnose

Waterfall

Bevel

Knife

laminate inlay and

veneer tops

wood edges

laminate tops laminate inlay tops

resin edges

T-Mold

PVC

Self

Sydney PVC

*Ergo

*PVC

*Urethane

MaxOzzy Elf

* Refer to power and data color brochure

Accessory options include Flat 

Screen Arms, Keyboard Platforms, 

Laptop Platforms, and 

CPU Holders.

Urethane Edges
Ergo edge on user side can be 

complimented with either a PVC or 

Urethane edge on the non user sides.
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